
Domaine de La Verriere Haut de la Jacotte 2018 
 

Varieties: Syrah 90%, Grenache Noir 10%  
            
Soil: Red and grey clays on limestone (Quatenary colluvial deposits) in the locality of La 
Jacotte. Spur pruning. Average age of the vines: 35 years. Harvesting by hand with 
rigorous double sorting. Bunch thinning in mid-July in order to reach the optimal 
concentration. Average yields: 30 hl/ha 
 

Vinification: Complete destemming. Traditional vinification in concrete vats with 25 to 
30 skin contact maceration at 27 C max.  Fermented only with indigenous yeast. No 
external additives.  

Maturation on fine lees for 12 months in used barriques for the Syrah, while the 
Grenache ages in stainless tanks. The two varieties are 
processed separately from the beginning.  

• Production 7 960 bottles and 737 magnums. 
•  
• Tasting notes: At sight the wine displays an intense bright 

deep garnet red. The nose is dominated by ripe 
blackcurrants and sweet spices. 

• Palate: deep garnet red. The nose offers violet, licorice  
and just a hint of vanilla. Plenty of spicy potential as it 
opens up. 

• Palate: rich with a balanced tannic structure, licorice 
once again, roots, blackberry and a touch of mocha with 
a spicy finish. 

• Decant the wine 3 hours before the meal. Serving 
temperature: 18°C. 

• Food pairings : leg of lamb, Provençale daube, Roast 
haunch of venison 

Ageing Potential: 7 to 9 years 
 

Ventoux : Esatblished in 1973 (and known as Côtes du Ventoux AOC until 2008) this wine-
growing AOC is located in the southeastern region of the Rhône valley where the wines 
are produced in 51 communes of the Vaucluse département along the lower slopes of 
the Ventoux mountain and at the foot of the Vaucluse Mountains. The neighbouring 
appellation of Côtes du Luberon AOC stretches along its southern border, separated by 
the Cavalon river. Red wine production dominates with 60% of the total, while famed 
local roses follow with 36% and white wines, definitely rare to find, with only 4%. 

Domaine La Verriere: This beautiful 28 hectares domaine sits above the Luberon Valley 
across from Bonnieux and Lacoste at 250 meters altitude. Historically this area was 
dominated in the past by glass production (verre in French means glass). In 1969 Bernard 
Maubert fell in love with this privileged site and in 1985 his son Jacques joined him in 
this life long wine passion. Nowadays fifty-something Jacques and Veronique Maubert 
hand craft 7.500 cases annually (90.000 bottles). 


